I am in direct communication with Our Master. It is not by pencil on paper.
Translation by the author
Introduction: A Crisis in Leadership-Itanaramí, 2005
At the beginning of 2005, the Avá-Guaraní community, Itanaramí, in eastern Paraguay, was reeling from the death of Avarijú, the most powerful local shaman who had led the community for over 20 years. At the same time, many people were openly criticizing the bureaucratic leadership of the elected cacique (chief), who was accused of various acts of corruption. Though I lived with the young shaman, Pedro, whose mother's sister was the widow of Avarijú, the cacique continually tried to convince me that he was the one who should teach me about Avá-Guaraní culture. When talking with people about this, some dismissed the cacique as a mere "common" leader in contrast to the shamans, whom they considered the "natural" leaders of the forest. Common leaders are elected to bureaucratic offices and their primary duty is to serve as mediators between the community and the state in bureaucratic matters. Much of their work involves writing and their power resides in their official position, as legitimated through their control over written records associated with the state. The power of the natural leader, however, resides in the individual. As is the case elsewhere, shamans are chosen by the spirits (Basilov 1997). My Avá-Guaraní consultants' distinction between natural and common leaders mirrors that made by Weber between the primary charisma inherent in the natural leader and secondary charisma of the bureaucratic office.
1 After establishing the theoretical framework of this chapter and contextualizing the Avá-Guaraní case, I return to an examination of the tensions between natural and common leaders in Itanaramí. I describe how Pedro and other natural leaders engaged in collaborative improvisation to resolve these tensions based on criteria locally associated with natural leadership, which they then transposed to the sphere of common leadership to usurp the authority of the cacique. I do this in order to demonstrate the need to reconsider Weber's concept of primary charisma.
Rethinking Primary Charisma: Shamanisms and Jazz Improvisation
The shaman is the prototypical exemplar of Weber's category of primary charisma, the "ideal type" that he characterized as the "original sacred experience" (cf. Lindholm, this volume). This is in keeping with essentialist views of shamanism regnant during Weber's day that remained popular until recently, especially as promulgated through the work of Eliade (1974) . Most contemporary scholars, however, view shamanic phenomena as more diverse, urging us, therefore, to recognize the existence of shamanisms (cf. Atkinson 1992; Kelley 2005; Kozak 2008). Some scholars strongly influenced by Eliade still argue that we should limit our usage of the terms "shaman" and "shamanism" to what are sometimes referred to as the "classic" cases in Siberia, from whence the contemporary category, "shaman," is derived.
2
Even the so-called classic cases of Siberian shamanism, however, were not homogeneous (Atkinson 1992:308-309; Basilov 1997:30; Flaherty 1992:208-212; Howard 1993:3-5; Humphrey 1994:197-198; Langdon 1989:58; Lewis 1996; Shirokogoroff 1935; Siikala 1978:5; Townsend 1997:431) . As Basilov notes, shamanic performances always vary, though the basis is locally uniform (1997:16). Indeed, contemporary scholars of religion recognize that variation occurs between all performances of a given ritual genre, and these variations may be due to a number of factors. Similarly, contemporary scholars of shamanisms have often discussed shamans as combining elements from extant cultural stocks of knowledge (Barth 1993) with their own innovations in their efforts to mediate on behalf of their communities as they face ever-changing dilemmas. For example, Atkinson considers shamanic rituals to be "performer-centered" in
